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THE BODY IMAGE

Body Spatiality in Mobile Augmented Reality Projects

point of departure for exploring several mobile augmented reality projects.
Grosz looks at various psychoanalytic ideas of the body image as made up
of an individual’s sensory, psychic and emotional experience, and inflected
by social and cultural projections and events. According to such psychoanalytic concepts, the body image is a spatial field, a “zone of sensitivity,”
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This paper takes Elizabeth Grosz’s investigation of body spatiality as a

Just as there is a zone of sensitivity concerning
the body’s openings and surfaces, so too there is a
zone outside the body, occupying its surrounding

that includes interior and exterior space, and that only loosely corresponds
to the physical body. This paper parallels the zone of sensitivity with the

space, which is incorporated into the body. Intru-

mixed reality space of mobile augmented reality, looking specifically at this
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sion into this bodily space is considered as much a
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violation as penetration of the body itself. The size

space as a visual intersection of media representation, kinesthetic experi-
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and form of this surrounding space of safety is in-

http://mechanicsofplace.net

dividually, sexually, racially and culturally variable….

http://tornexteriorsshow.blogspot.com/

Spatiality, the space surrounding and within the
subject’s body, is thus crucial for defining the limits
and shape of the body image: the lived spatiality of
endogenous sensations, the social space of interpersonal relations, and the “objective” or scientific”
space of cultural (including scientific and artistic)
representations all play their role.
– Elizabeth Grosz, “Body Images: Neurophysiology and Corporeal Mappings,” in Volatile Bodies:
Toward a Corporeal Feminism
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ence and live image data. In mobile augmented reality works that engage
body images or references, the body image takes shape in the zone of
sensitivity where artist’s projections are collaged onto real place. These
mixed reality works offer a way to describe the spectrum between experience and image, a play between the embodied presence of a viewer and
an augmented reality work that traces the erasure of bodies in a particular
place. This zone of sensitivity is also a critical space, where self-images
mingle with sensations and brandings, and contradictory meanings overlap. The works discussed are What if… by Kerem Ozcan, Uncensored by
Petek Kizilelma and x/y by Hana Iverson and Christopher Manzione. This

INTRODUCTION

paper aims to articulate issues of virtuality and embodiment that emerge

In the above passage, Grosz discusses spatiality

in these mobile augmented reality works.

in regard to the formation of the body image. This
corporeal spatiality takes into account the inexact
relationship between the anatomical body and sub-
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2 Lacan (the

jective body experience. In other words, the body

themselves, as with referred pain, where a pain has a

image takes shape in a space, a gap, a variable field

specific physical cause and location, but may be felt

of possibilities, where sensations may be dispropor-

elsewhere in the body. Grosz refers to psychoanalytic

schema”), to explore the spatial nature of the subjec-

tionate or displaced from the physical sense organs

concepts about the displacement of the body image,

tive body image. Schilder terms the spatiality of sense
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“imaginary anatomy”) and Paul Schilder (the “body
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organs as the “zone of sensitivity,” the extended field

between the subject’s “zone of sensitivity” and the lo-

of sensory experience that comprises its own sense-

cation’s embedded meanings. The mAR works expose

based anatomy, with different limits and shape than

the intersection of the viewer’s physical presence with

the physical anatomy. The zone of sensitivity accounts
for the phenomenon of the phantom limb, where one

MECHANICS OF PLACE

that became embedded in 20 locations at markers
along the steep, winding, ancient street. I will focus on

I have collaborated with Hana Iverson and technolo-

two projects that emerged from this experience to en-

the real site of past or potential violence – her own

gist Craig Kapp on the design of “Mechanics of Place,”

gage these ideas about body spatiality and erasure.

body is really there in that place, viewing images that

an on-going international mobile augmented reality

continues to experience sensation after the amputa-

situate the traumatic event there. Further, they work

framework, where local artists in a particular city are

In What if…, an mAR work by Kerem Ozcan, a series

tion of a limb. It accounts for the disproportionate fill-

as a critical statement both revealing and interven-

invited to create works that are situated in a certain

of hypothetical neighborhood residents is proposed,

ing up of one’s experience by pain or pleasure. It also

ing with the threatening dynamics of the place. The

street, addressing themes that engage the character

each one the descendent of an ethnic minority that

accounts for extensions of the body and their incor-

mAR viewer becomes a witness as invisible meanings

and conflicts of that city and location. “Mechanics of

was “cleansed” from the neighborhood generations

poration into the body image – for example, the way

are made visible and visceral, resonating with the

Place” was first produced on Bogazkesen Street in the

before. Each hypothetical resident is restored to the

the use of a handheld device becomes internalized as

exposure of her own body in that place. These invis-

Tophane neighborhood of Istanbul, Turkey in Septem-

neighborhood, his or her fictitious presence acting as

part of the body image. Grosz elaborates on Schilder’s

ible meanings are enacted as the play between virtual

ber 2011. We chose Bogazkesen Street on the advice

a placemarker for the violence that took place there,

ideas about the zone of sensitivity with the concept

and physical meanings in the mAR image, visible only

of Turkish friends, who identified it as emblematic of

a witness to an absence. Framed as an image/text

of the “space of safety” as the internalization of the

to those sharing this network of an alternative real-

the location’s dynamics ranging from the shifting eco-

biography, each portrait of What If… is a collage on the

surrounding space into the zone of sensitivity. Grosz

ity. This shared network of mAR viewers as witnesses

nomics and demographics of gentrification to past and

front of a different house on Bogazkesen Street, sug-

implies that the surrounding space of safety includes

to invisible meanings counters the isolating effect of

current religious and ethnic conflicts among residents.

gesting a current resident who might have been born

cultural images that may or may not actually be safe,

erased trauma.

We learned near the end of our stay in Istanbul that

there, might have grown up there, might have come to

with their potential to threaten or sustain, erase or reflect, limit or extend, distort or support the body’s im-

The mobile device demonstrates the bi-directional

the translation of “Bogazkesen” is “cutthroat” – coinci-

public prominence while living there – had his ethnic

dental perhaps, but the street offered a palpable expe-

group not been brutally driven from the neighborhood
in an earlier era.

age. In considering the factor of safety, the body image

dynamics of Grosz’s concept of corporeal spatiality, as

rience of extremes and contradictions. Our experience

can be seen to emerge in an internalized cultural space

a sensing device that brings cultural commentary on

there was one of welcome and friendliness from local

of conformity and difference, inclusion and exclusion,

embodiment into the intimate space of the body, and

residents as they witnessed the installation of signage

As a critical presence, each biography speaks to the

receptivity and disconnection. The corporeal spatiality

at the same time extends the body’s reach by project-

and the increase in smartphone-wielding visitors to

embodiment, the bodily safety, the endangered pres-

that Grosz describes is the inside/outside space where

ing images into a forbidden zone that may not be safe,

the street. However the street had been the site of

ence of “different” others in the neighborhood. This

the body’s image takes shape both subjectively and in

but which is nevertheless protected by the intimate

a violent attack during a gallery opening less than a

critical status is internalized by the mAR viewer as part

cultural context. This internal and internalized spatiality

scope of the handheld device. In psychoanalytic terms,

year earlier, as local residents became angered by the

of her surrounding “space of safety,” as she can’t help

generates a body image that is constantly being pro-

the phone works in these mAR projects to displace

open alcohol consumption and different standards of

but identify with this restored resident – a conditional

duced through the negotiations of interior experience

body images onto the landscape, as extensions and

dress by those in attendance. For “Mechanics of Place,”

presence in the neighborhood like herself. Her own

with the dynamics of social and cultural images.

projections of the body – extending the body of the

Turkish and American artists created a series of works

body image, her own sense of placement and safety

viewer and projecting the body images authored by
This paper uses Grosz’s discussion of the body image

mAR artists. The site is remediated in a very real way,

Figure 1. Documentation of a smart phone image from “Mechanics of Place,” entitled Remains by Kerem Ozcan. ISEA 2011,

and corporeal spatiality to look at mobile Augmented

drawing upon the spatiality of the viewer’s body and

Istanbul, Turkey. Photograph by Sarah Drury. © Sarah Drury, 2011. Used with permission of the artist.

Reality (mAR) art works in public spaces where some

its intersection with the surrounding space to reintro-

kind of physical erasure has taken place, and to explore

duce an erased body to a conflicted landscape.

how these works remediate that public space – how

142

in some sense they “make it safe” for the viewer by

In considering these ideas, I am focusing on two recent

restoring the image of an erased body to the location.

curatorial projects of mobile Augmented Reality works

Such images represent an “intrusion into the bodily

that deal with ideas of erasure in a specific location.

space” of the viewer who is standing in the very loca-

The first, “Mechanics of Place,” looks at cultural and

tion where violence or repression has erupted; these

political repression on a particular street in Istanbul.

images bring out the issues of safety, taboos, past

The second, “Torn Exteriors,” looks at gentrification

trauma, or current threatening events associated with

and redevelopment in a neighborhood in Brooklyn,

that place. The viewer can bring such images into his/

New York. In each case, I am focusing on works that

her own “zone of sensitivity” under cover of the inti-

use mobile augmented reality as a blended reality

mate, private space of the handheld device. The par-

that places virtual body images in real locations

ticular vulnerabilities of his/her body, whether based

means of questioning both the traumatic erasure of

on gender, race, ethnicity, religious identity, dis/ability,

bodies in public space and a new corporeal spatiality

sexual identity, come into play in the spatial dynamics

that results from participation in such blended realities.
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of embodiment, 3D snapshots of the body re-shaping

per torso and a close-up image of part of a woman’s

and reappearing, taking whatever material is at hand

face, a cinematic and sculptural collage drawing the

as its substance. The bodies of x/y are not exactly wit-

viewer into an image space where real and virtual

nesses to the co-optation of the neighborhood, but

collapse into each other, both within the image frag-

ongoing presences, virtual/physical assemblages of a

ments themselves and in the live camera view of the

body, shared parts, shared energies, recycled annexa-

smartphone.

tions of bodies, buildings, landscape. The mAR viewer
comes upon these body fragments randomly, in roving

These body fragments are undoubtedly dislocated,

within the cultural context of the neighborhood, ex-

place their banned-word images in obvious public

locations. The pieces in “Décollage: Torn Exteriors”

nomadic, unmoored in this transitional neighborhood.

tends to the image of “Dr. Avakian,” and his presence

locations, where they appropriately download images

were built using Layar and GPS-based geo-tagging,

They have indeed been displaced by the upheavals

as it becomes possible in the virtual/real space of the

from the internet both to reveal and yet hide these

rather than the marker-based framework used in

of development and gentrification taking place there.

“Mechanics of Place.” Mobile AR projects using GPS

Their photorealistic 3-dimensional image quality, sur-

phone image. To the degree that the handheld phone

words in public. The heavy-handed governmental

extends the viewer’s body image, the mAR viewer

banning of words that have the least reference to the

as a location method often have a degree of instabil-

faced with images from the surrounding environment,

is actively tapping into the surrounding spatiality as

body, and particularly to the female body, sexualizes

ity built into the location of the works, particularly in

suggests a chameleon-like character: an organism tak-

a “space of safety” that extends between the “safe”

any reference to female embodiment in the public

large, congested cities with dense signal traffic. Con-

ing on the attributes of its surrounding environment.
In Architecture from the Outside, Elizabeth Grosz

bodies of the mAR work and the internalized “space

arena. The operation of this word ban is to place the

sequently, Iverson and Manzione’s body fragments

of safety” that comprises her own body image. The

image of the “banned body” in the “surrounding space

move, appearing sometimes to hover against build-

introduces another idea about the psychic space of

viewer and her body are safe from the erasure of a

of safety,” i.e., in social space, where it becomes inter-

ings, other times scattered among the trees in the

the body: insect spatiality. Referencing the work of

traumatic past – not so much because the threat no

nalized in the “zone of sensitivity,” i.e., in the public/

park across the street. As body images, they suggest

French thinker Roger Caillois and his study of mim-

longer exists, but because the erased body has been

private spatiality of the body image. Kizilelma’s virtual

a diffuse spatiality where the figure emerges from the

icry in insects, Grosz writes, “Mimesis is particularly

reintroduced.

mAR graffiti project reconstitutes this banned body of

ground and suffuses back into the ground, comprised

significant in outlining the ways in which the relations

words in the “surrounding space of safety,” restoring

of the bricks and branches against which it takes

between an organism and its environment are blurred

Petek Kizilelma’s piece for “Mechanics of Place,” Un-

the banned body to the public space without exposing

shape. One of x/y’s fragments is a mix of a man’s up-

and confused, the way in which its environment is not

censored, projects graffiti onto the walls of Bogazke-

the physical body of the viewer to potential reprisal.

sen Street, bringing back into the public sphere 138

Figure 2. Documentation of a smart phone image from Décollage: Torn Exteriors, entitled x/y by Hana Iverson and Christopher

words that the Turkish government has banned from
internet domain names. The words have been banned

Manzione. Brooklyn, NY, 2011. Screen capture by Sarah Drury. © Sarah Drury, 2011. Used with permission of the artists.

DÉCOLLAGE: TORN EXTERIORS

due to alleged sexual inferences in either English or
Turkish, including coincidences resulting from transla-

“Décollage: Torn Exteriors,” a mobile AR show that

tion between Turkish and English, such as “pic” (short

opened in April 2011, invited local artists to make

for “picture”), which means “bastard” in Turkish and

mAR works focusing on the Williamsburg section of

“get” because its past tense “got” means “butt” in Turk-

Brooklyn, NY, a former industrial hub that has recently

ish. English words “escort,” “hot,” “nubile,” “girl,” “free,”

become a high-priced “bedroom community” for Man-

“gay” and “teen” are among the banned words, while
Turkish words for “gay,” “naked,” “high school student,”

hattanites. Hana Iverson and Chris Manzione’s project
for the show, x/y, deals more ambiguously with the

“breath,” “animal,” “sister-in-law,” “skirt,” “passionate,”

body placed in a conflicted landscape. x/y places itself

“blond,” “hot,” “overweight,” “confidential,” “adult” and

in a neighborhood undergoing rapid gentrification,

the very word for “forbidden” are also banned. These

where the fabric of local communities and the ravages

words comprise a verbal image of the body irrationally

of an industrial past are both plowed under as devel-

and bluntly banned from the virtual sphere of the in-

opers cut into the neighborhood with disjunctive mod-

ternet. Kizilelma’s piece restores this forbidden body

ern luxury architecture, amid the remains of working

to the public sphere of the streets as mAR graffiti,

class streets and industrial buildings.

adopting the free speech genre of graffiti to defy the

14 4

ban and place the deleted body back on the walls. As

In Iverson and Manzione’s piece, body fragments are

a genre, graffiti openly flaunts laws of property and

strewn on the sidewalk, or haunt the doorway of a

propriety, to place messages in places where they

warehouse, their skin fused with the surfaces of build-

have the greatest public exposure in the architectural

ings and trees. These fragments are not the result of

environment. Kizilelma’s mAR graffiti pieces virtually

a violent encounter but moving, changing instances
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